
Thanks for purchasing one of our Rapid Fire controllers! Please read 
carefully through everything below, as this will help you get the most from 

your new controller.
-----------------------------------------------

Helpful Information

⦁ Rapid fire is for use with SEMI AUTOMATIC weapons only! It is not 
supposed to make fully automatic weapons faster, although on some 
games it can. 

⦁ All games now have speed patches, which basically means how fast you 
can fire a semi automatic weapon with the controller. If you adjust 
over this patch your weapon will start stuttering or slowing down. 
To get the best speed setting in a game, first join a private match, 
equip a semi automatic weapon & adjust the speed one setting at a time 
higher until your weapon starts stuttering, then decrease the speed by 
one setting & save. This will give you the fastest speed setting before 
the speed patch.

⦁ Rapid fire controllers & LED's require more power than normal pads, 
if your mod starts playing up or led's go dim, please change the 
batteries for some brand new one's or fully recharge your pack.

⦁ The MK14 on MW3 requires the "rapid fire attachment" equipped on 
the weapon, without it you wont get the fastest speed possible.

Please DO NOT leave poor feedback or most importantly Low Star 
Ratings, if you have a problem with your controller or need help in any 

way, please get in contact with us & we WILL help you.

For Fast Support Email - sales_epicmodz@hotmail.co.uk
---------------------------------------------
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Before you can use your new controller, you will need to 'Synchronize' 
it to your console. To do this follow the steps below -

1. Turn on your console.
2. Press and hold the Guide button on the controller until it turns on.
3. Press and release the connect button on the console.

Xbox 360 E console

Xbox 360 S console

Original Xbox 360 console

4. Within 20 seconds, press and release the connect button on the 
controller.

5. The lights around the console's power button will stop flashing once 
the controller connects to the console.

-----------------------------------------------
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Mode List

Below are the 10 'default' modes for the controller, each mode has been set at 
the best possible speed for the game shown next to it and can be customised 
with ANY Feature/Speed at ANY time. 

** Never increase the speed too high or you will get capped, which 
basically means your weapon will start stuttering/freezing up 

altogether !! **

Mode 1 – Call Of Duty: Advanced Warfare
Mode 2 – Call Of Duty: Ghosts
Mode 3 – Call Of Duty: Black Ops Series
Mode 4 – Call Of Duty: Modern Warfare Series
Mode 5 – Call Of Duty: World At War [Patchbuster]
Mode 6 – Battlefield Series
Mode 7 – Gears Of War Series
Mode 8 – Grand Theft Auto Series
Mode 9 – Halo Series
Mode 10 – All Other Shooters (5 SPS)

-----------------------------------------------

Features & Button Combinations + LED Indications

Cycle through modes (Forwards) -
Hold right trigger and hold right thumbstick to the right (As if you were aiming 
right on a game), then tap the sync button once (Cycles ONE mode per button 
tap). [Player 3 & 4 LED's flash a certain number of times depending on what 
mode you enter (Example - Mode 4 = Player 3 & 4 LED's will flash 4 times), this 
will happen each time you change mode].

Cycle through modes (Backwards) -
Hold right trigger and hold right thumbstick to the left (As if you were aiming left 
on a game), then tap the sync button once (Cycles ONE mode per button tap). 
[LED indication is same as above].

Enable/Disable 'Rapid Fire' –
Tap the sync button once to enable (Repeat to disable). [Player 4 LED flashes 
constant when enabled]. Also notice that the player 4 LED flashes at the same 
speed as the current rapid fire setting for the mode you are in.

Enable/Disable 'Akimbo Rapid Fire' -
First off, tap the sync button once so that rapid fire is enabled (player 4 LED is 
flashing).Now hold the left trigger, then tap the sync button once to enable 
akimbo rapid fire (Repeat to disable).[Player 3 LED is solid & player 4 LED flashes 
constant when enabled].
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Enable/Disable 'Burst Fire' -
First off, tap the sync button once so that rapid fire is enabled (player 4 LED is 
flashing).Now hold right thumbstick to the right, then tap the sync button once to 
enable (Repeat to disable).[Player 4 LED is solid when enabled].

Enable/Disable 'Akimbo Mimic' -
Hold right thumbstick to the left, and then tap the sync button once at any time 
to enable (Repeat to disable). [Player 3 LED flashes once then goes out when 
enabled, then flashes twice & goes out when disabled].

Enable/Disable 'Auto Aim' -
Hold left trigger and hold right thumbstick to the left, then tap the sync button 
once to enable (Repeat to disable). [Player 3 LED flashes very quickly when 
enabled].

Enter/Exit 'Programming Mode' -
Hold both left & right triggers, then tap the sync button once (Repeat to save & 
exit). [Player 3 & 4 LED’s are solid for 2 seconds then turn off when entered & 
exited]. Whilst in programming mode, you are able to carry out any of the 
following options for the mode that you are currently in.

Change Rapid Fire speed (ENTER PROGRAMMING MODE FIRST!) -
To change the rapid fire speed you just need to tap the right thumbstick to the 
left or right, tap it to the right to make the speed 1 setting faster or to the left to 
make it 1 setting slower. The player 4 LED will flash every time you increase the 
speed by one setting and the player 3 LED will flash every time you decrease the 
speed by one setting. Once you have reached the MIN or MAX speed the LED’s 
will no longer flash. You can adjust the speed of a mode anywhere from 4 - 50 
shots per second.

Change Burst Fire Quantity (ENTER PROGRAMMING MODE FIRST!) -
To change the number of shots fired per burst, you just need to HOLD the right 
trigger and while holding follow the same procedure as changing the rapid fire by 
tapping the right thumbstick to the left to decrease the amount of shots per burst 
by 1, or to the right to increase the amount of shots per burst by 1. You can 
adjust the number of shots fired per burst, anywhere from 2 -10 shots per burst.

Check Rapid Fire speed Setting (ENTER PROGRAMMING MODE FIRST!) -
To check the currently set rapid fire speed you only need to tap the sync button. 
The player 3 Led will flash in “tens” and the player 4 will then flash the single 
digit (Example. Player 3 flashes 3 times, followed by the player 4 flashing 6 
times, you are now at speed setting 36). Refer to the ‘speeds table’ for  all of the 
speed settings.

Check Burst Fire Setting (ENTER PROGRAMMING MODE FIRST!) -
To check the currently set burst fire setting you must HOLD the right trigger and 
tap the sync button. The player 4 Led will flash 2-10 times to indicate the number 
of shots set for the burst fire (Player 4 LED flashes 3 times, you are now at 3 
shots per burst).
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Reset Current Mode to Default settings (ENTER PROGRAMMING MODE 
FIRST!) -
To reset the Rapid fire mode you are currently editing to the factory default, you 
must hold the left trigger for 8 seconds. After 8 seconds the player 3 and 4 LED’s 
will both flash very fast for 2 seconds indicating the default values have been 
loaded.

** Remember you must exit programming mode to save any changes! **

Feature Descriptions

** Multiple features can be enabled at the same time, on the same mode
**

Rapid Fire – Gives control of how many shots per second a semi 
automatic weapon can be fired on the Right trigger. (See ‘Change rapid 

fire speed’, on page 2)
Akimbo Rapid Fire - Gives control of how many shots per second a semi 

automatic weapon can be fired on both the Left & Right triggers. (See 
‘Change rapid fire speed’, on page 2)

Burst Fire – Shoots a selected amount of bullets from 2 – 10, at a 
selected shots per second per trigger pull. (See ‘Change rapid fire speed’

& ‘Change burst fire quantity’, on page 2)
Akimbo Mimic – When right trigger is pulled, the left trigger 

automatically performs the same action.
Auto Aim – Automatically stays locked on to enemies when left trigger is 

held. (Zombies/Campaign ONLY!)
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Handy Links

Epic Modz Facebook –
⦁ http://www.facebook.com/pages/Epic-Modz-Rapid-Fire-

Products/219782128033184

Epic Modz YouTube –
⦁ http://www.youtube.com/user/oRHYTHMZo

Epic Modz Twitter –
⦁ https://twitter.com/#!/EpicModzUK

Epic Modz Website –
⦁ http://www.epic-modz.co.uk

Epic Modz eBay –
⦁ http://stores.ebay.co.uk/Epic-Modz

Epic Modz Amazon –
⦁ http://www.amazon.co.uk/s/qid=1330374451/ref=sr_so_0?ie=UTF8

******************************************************************

If you are happy with your purchase, please could you leave us some 
‘positive’ feedback (eBay &/or Amazon) so that we can keep giving you 

the best service possible! 

If you are having problems with you purchase or are unhappy in any 
kind of way, please contact us BEFORE leaving feedback. We are only 

happy, if you are happy!

Thanks again for your custom,
Epic Modz

******************************************************************
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